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BigchainDB: A general purpose technology
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What are reasons blocking adoption?
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Reason 1: Consortium set-up and governance 
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Blockchain: collaboration of multiple companies needed

Blockchain

Blockchain
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Blockchain governance: not always easy

Image sources: https://www.shutterstock.com/search/group+of+people+arguing

https://www.shutterstock.com/search/group+of+people+arguing

https://www.shutterstock.com/search/group+of+people+arguing
https://www.shutterstock.com/search/group+of+people+arguing
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Set-up time: ~12 months

Members at launch: 37

Set-up time: ~9-10 months

Members at launch: 23

Consortium set-up: data points
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Even IBM is struggling
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Reason 2: Every blockchain project is also a digitization 

project
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Processes today: still lots of paper!
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Case study: the Swiss healthcare system

~300 mn. A4 sheets of paper per year

~820’000 A4 sheets per day

~220 tons of paper per small hospital

~7 trucks of weight per hospital 

Source: https://www.swisscom.ch/de/business/enterprise/downloads/health/schweizer-gesundheitsdaten.html
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Reason 3: Legacy systems are complex and hard to integrate 

with
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ERP and CRM systems: they’re everywhere
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Source: https://d2v9y0dukr6mq2.cloudfront.net/video/thumbnail/kuvGEm2/plane-flying-above-the-clouds-airplane-in-flight-front-view_b9o98l-ke_thumbnail-full09.png
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Reason 4: Regulation, Regulation, Regulation
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Regulation: the devil lies in the details

Nice digital process, but: physical car 

documentation required by law!

P2P trading challenging with German 

regulation

Source: https://medium.com/le-lab/solshare-the-startup-for-sharing-solar-energy-in-bangladesh-en-377002b21716

P2P energy tradingVehicle lifecycle management
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Reason 5: Immaturity of blockchain technology 
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Blockchain technology: evolution needed

Image sources:

https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcRaR85E6w_UP2uWeIogU0L_B1CPt8MqUV3wWo2tEXlVAEENTBK-

https://www.masseycloud.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Intacct-Scalability.png

https://hitinfrastructure.com/news/lack-of-ehr-interoperability-standards-challenges-health-it

Key & identity management Encryption & privacy

Scalability Interoperability

https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcRaR85E6w_UP2uWeIogU0L_B1CPt8MqUV3wWo2tEXlVAEENTBK-
https://www.masseycloud.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Intacct-Scalability.png
https://hitinfrastructure.com/news/lack-of-ehr-interoperability-standards-challenges-health-it
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Image source: https://www.google.de/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.business-review.eu%2Fwp-

content%2Fuploads%2F2017%2F01%2Fmillenials.jpg&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fgineersnow.com%2Fleadership%2Fsmart-engineers-handle-people-dislike&docid=wYWyanAYRfJHBM&tbnid=fyGV-

aWkKctntM%3A&vet=10ahUKEwi854H7l6jcAhVGzaQKHRWmALIQMwhzKDAwMA..i&w=1200&h=776&bih=566&biw=1280&q=smart%20engineers%20working&ved=0ahUKEwi854H7l6jcAhVGzaQKHRWmALIQMwhzKDAwMA&i

act=mrc&uact=8

But: many smart engineers working on it
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Reason 6: Blockchain makes sense in a world we «might» 

move into, which takes time
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The future we might move towards

Users caring about their data

Image sources: https://www.macobserver.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/autonomous-cars-1200x675.jpg?x17760

http://pctechmag.com/2015/11/5-rules-for-buying-smart-home-devices-with-no-regrets/

https://www.gobankingrates.com/banking/banks/best-banks-credit-unions-young-adults/

Autonomous devices that transact 

with each other

Adoption takes one generation 

https://www.macobserver.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/autonomous-cars-1200x675.jpg?x17760
http://pctechmag.com/2015/11/5-rules-for-buying-smart-home-devices-with-no-regrets/
https://www.gobankingrates.com/banking/banks/best-banks-credit-unions-young-adults/
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To sum it up: where we stand today?

2009

What is bitcoin?

2012

Bitcoin is bad

2014

Bitcoin is bad, 

blockchain is 

good

2018

Blockchain is complex 

and we need to study 

the high-value use cases
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So, how can we increase adoption?
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Trick 1: work with start-ups
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Viral blockchain use cases

Image source: https://hackernoon.com/how-we-made-100k-trading-cryptokitties-2d69aebe715b

https://fm.cnbc.com/applications/cnbc.com/resources/editorialfiles/charts/2017/12/1512580834_

cryptokittiessaleschart.png

Source: Niel de la Rouviere

https://hackernoon.com/how-we-made-100k-trading-cryptokitties-2d69aebe715b
https://fm.cnbc.com/applications/cnbc.com/resources/editorialfiles/charts/2017/12/1512580834_cryptokittiessaleschart.png
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Blockchain start-ups: Lots of funding

~11-12 bn USD raised in ICOs

Source: Coindesk
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Blockchain start-ups: building on BigchainDB

Finance
▪ Decentralized exchanges
▪ Data monetization

▪ Centralized exchanges

E-commerce
▪ Decentralized shopping profile
▪ Transparent online marketing

▪ Data access control for online 

marketing information

Healthcare
▪ Health data 

monetization

▪ Fitness data 

monetization

Gaming
▪ Scalable decentralized 

gaming platform

Identity
▪ Decentralized KYC

▪ Self-sovereign identity

IoT
▪ Smart home IoT data 

storage

▪ Digital twins

Supplychain
▪ QR code integration for 

transparency

▪ Decentralized 

manufacturing

Media
▪ Decentralized linkedin

▪ Decentralized movie 

platform

▪ Data monetization

others
▪ Decentralized 

software licensing
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Trick 2: work with pioneers
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Blockchain in enterprise and government: some pioneers

Enterprises

Multinatinal bank

Two multinatinal FMCG 

providers

Governments
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Trick 3: Educate the world
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Explaining blockchain to the world
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Closing the loop: who is building the future, today?
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Decentralized identity for refugees
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Product provenance and sustainability
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Digital government registries
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Get back control over your data

Stay tuned for updates…
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Conclusion: we are on a long journey, but there is a path forward
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Thank you!
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